SDG16+ Localisation through Civil Society Leadership
What is your favourite animal?/Qual é seu animal favorito?
What does localisation mean to you? / O que a localização significa para você?
Why would we localise the SDG16+ agenda? / Por que localizamos a agenda do SDG16 +?

Important

Better results for peaceful societies

Because SDG16+ is focused on peace, human rights and democracy which are very important aspect to achieve SDGs and people engaging on SDGs

all politics is local

Empowering people to connect, contribute and strive for change

Local communities know best their problems, needs and possible solutions

capacity building

Social inclusion

TO CREATE A SUSTAINABLE LIFE FOR THE COMMUNITY
Why would we localise the SDG16+ agenda? / Por que localizamos a agenda do SDG16 +?

To ensure our activities for peace, justice and inclusion are locally owned

Because to be successful transformations towards peace and justice should be created from the roots of the territorial levels

Change can only happen when people understand

To make a better world that desirables by everyone

Capacity building

To take abstract indicators and make them relevant to individuals' and communities' lives, so that they can be agents for change on issues that are relevant to their wellbeing and aspirations

Bring awareness to locals about SDG16 which will benefit the process of peace and security among the other development points

All societies are different. Going local only means target the problems on a more efficiently way and create better strategies to try to resolve them.

Who is we? To fulfil peoples needs!
Why would we localise the SDG16+ agenda? / Porque localizamos a agenda do SDG16+?

- Ensure effective implementation of some key thematic issues
  - To address the policy issues in the local context and take action by local leadership for realistic delivery of SDG16+
  - Porque a comunidade deve estar informada sobre o que é, o que significa e a importância do ODS 16. São as pessoas da comunidade que nos ajudarão a atingir a meta

- To create a better life to community
  - To be more relevant & accessible to communities; thus increasing support for & ownership over the agenda. But localization should not replace national processes (peace talks). Localization becomes more powerful with bottom-up processes
  - for communities to know that this is something they can champion, and not just something implemented on them

- Challenges
  - Can differ from a country to another therefore it becomes important to localize a given issue in order to bring specific solutions

- Contribute for our development
  - To make a comfortable space to community
Why would we localise the SDG16+ agenda? / Por que localizamos a agenda do SDG16+?

- Localizamos agenda do SDG16+ porque é muito importante para saber os nossos sonho ao nosso futuro sobre a paz da nossa planeta e também a justiça na nossa sociedade

- Straightening capacity society to improve their lives

- (examples) - UK - start a national conversation on SDG16+
Breakout Groups

What are you already doing to localise the agenda?
What are the challenges?
What needs to happen next to localise implementation in your community?

- **No one left behind**
  - Nepal: Capacity building on SDGs and VNR process to stakeholders and bottom approach, research and advocacy
  - Myanmar: Efforts for inclusive operable programs are needed. Stakeholders need to relate & sync the with their current works

- **UK - start a national conversation on SDG16+ (example)**
  - sensitise local authorities on SDGs Preape local advocates Government should focus more partnership with CSO & Private

- **Siguransa sira tenke halo kontrolasaun maksimu**
  - Kontinua formasaun neebe mak iha loke ba fatin seluk atu nune informasaun nee labebe hotu iha nee .no kria fatin formasaun nian
  - TL - need Advocacy to government to put priority and focus on those priorities, and not only limited to policy development but it should goes beyond to actualize the action.

- **Listen to people's voices equally**
What needs to happen next to localise implementation in your community?

**Government and community need to know how to prioritize things wisely**

- The Timorese government to deliver their commitment to implement the National Action Plan on Peace and Security 1325 and to report on progress. The government to take inordinate actions to improve quality of education systems.

- Make a secure condition to the community, focus on the problems or conflict that the community face and try to take as a serious problem and give our solution or action on that problems.

**Timor-Leste: Meaningful consultation on draft legislation, regulation & policy changes. Transparency & consistency in implementation of laws and willingness to amend them when appropriate. Accountability of civil servants. Swifter formal justice.**

**Chad:** Need to strengthen the judicial system Fight corruption at all levels Reinforce education (people to know their rights) End armed conflicts Create opportunities to people

**Need to share. Information with local people about our objective**

- We need the Colombian Government to recognize the existent synchrony between the SDGs and the Peace Agreement, and to count with its commitment to strengthen the agreement implementation at the territorial levels.

- Bring awareness to the community and you youth about SDG to have a united vision Mobilization Think out of the box Afghanistan

**Having representatives from different levels from the community to bring awareness and knowledge of SDG16+ consulting different parties to give feedback on how to reach SDGs (Samoa) Lack of knowledge, incorporate SDGs in school curriculum (Palau)**